
To conduct your research, 

what do you need funding for? 
(e.g. salaries, travel, printing consent forms 

and information leaflets, catering etc)





What didn’t you apply for funding 

for?

What were the implications?

How did you work around this?





What funder(s) do you think are 

most relevant to your research?





As you look ahead, are you looking 

at different funders?

What will they want that is 

different?





Now you have identified your 

funder(s), which of their schemes 

will best fit your research project 
(e.g. fellowship, research grants, 

knowledge exchange etc)





Look ahead - what does your next 

award need to do to help you “level 

up”?





Characteristics of 

success in funding



Pick the Right Funder



From the 

Dowling 

Report



The BIG three
• Stern – Lord Stern conducted a substantial review of REF last 

year and the consultation for the second REF was open until 

March 17th (UoE response, Universities Scotland response

• Nurse – Lord Nurse’s review of the research funding 

landscape led to the merger between RCUK and Innovate UK 

into UKRI. 

• Dowling – Dame Dowling looked at university – business 

interactions, with an aim of simplifying the complex systems 
supporting innovation. 

• (I write about these and other policy related ideas on the IAD 

Researchers blog:

• https://iad4researchers.wordpress.com/2017/01/13/shifting-

sands/



Understand the Funder



Funders always 

have an objective

Successful 

applicants will 

convince they can 

help achieve this



Things to know

• Vision and strategy of funder

• Hallmarks

• Examples of success

• Review process – in principle

• Review process – in practice

• Stepping stones



Understand the Process



Decisions are made by different 

people with different objectives –

you need to appeal to all



• Programme Manager

– Eligibility

• Reviewer

– Expert in field

• Panel

– Value in wider landscape



Magnifier View

• Does the approach fit the 

problem?

• Do the costings make sense?

• Can THIS researcher do THIS 

work?

• Are they positioning this work 

effectively in the field?



Helicopter View

• What’s the state of the art?

• What are you going to do 

differently?

• Why will anyone in the wider 

world care? 



Convince the reader of 

importance



Writing the application

• Internal consistency

– Development of idea

– Setting context

– Congruent with track record

• Reviewed, reviewed, reviewed

• Convinces in first minute



Present the right profile and 

experience



Writing the application

• Why you and why now?

• Experience and trajectory (what you’ve

done and what you will do)

• Reassure the reviewer and panel that 

you’ll be a safe pair of hands

• Complement your skills with collaborators



• Following table is from EPSRC

• https://www.epsrc.ac.uk/skills/fellows/peerr
eviewprocess/whocanapply/

• http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/ Grants on the Web 
page – lots of information about funded 
research and processes



ATTRIBUTE POST-DOCTORAL EARLY CAREER ESTABLISHED CAREER

Research Excellence

Delivery of outstanding research 
and an indication of where the 
research contributes to delivering 
impact. Awareness of the 
international context of the 
research.

Has a track record of outstanding 
research and in delivering impact. Shows 
a strong awareness of the international 
context of the research and starting to 
show evidence of recognition in the 
community on an international scale.

Has a track record of outstanding 
research and in delivering impact. 
Evidence of international standing and 
influence in the context of the research 
and shows evidence of recognition in 
the community on an international 
scale.

Setting the research 
agenda

Has a clear vision of the 
contribution the applicant can 
make to their research area. 
Evidence of independence of 
(research) ideas.

Evidence of showing leadership within the 
research community and evidence of 
pushing the boundaries of the research 
area.

Demonstration of leadership within the 
research community and evidence of 
pushing the boundaries of the 
research area.

Strategic Vision

Shows an awareness of different 
research in other fields or across 
technology readiness levels, an 
aspiration to work across 
boundaries and/or to conduct high 
risk research and finding a 
network of independent contacts 
so that the applicant is getting 
positioned to do this.

Has some experience in identifying, 
exploring and developing research 
opportunities more broadly and across 
different interfaces. An awareness of how 
to position themselves to take up these 
opportunities and an ability to make 
decisions to deliver this vision.

An aptitude for identifying, exploring 
and developing research opportunities 
more broadly and across different 
interfaces. Can demonstrate where 
they have positioned themselves to 
take up these opportunities and has 
the ability to make decisions to deliver 
this vision.

Profile and Influence Not strongly applicable at this 
career stage.

Shows potential and aptitude to act as an 
ambassador and advocate for a research 
field/theme and for research in general. 
Advising and influencing into policy 
making.

Evidence of acting as an ambassador 
and advocate for a research field/
theme and for research in general. 
Advising and influencing into policy 
making.

Inspirational Team leader

Can provide evidence of an 
aptitude to lead and inspire for 
example, through mentoring or 
self organisation of peers.

Has ability to lead and inspire their own 
research team. Ability to identify and 
maximise potential in others (or get the 
best out of people).

Ability to lead and inspire. Ability to 
identify and maximise potential in 
others (or get the best out of people).

Communication and 
engagement skills

Demonstrates excellent 
communications and 
interpersonal skills and aspires to 
develop these across a broad 
audience.

Demonstrates excellent communications 
and interpersonal skills and aspires to 
develop these further across a broad 
audience.

Possesses excellent communications 
and interpersonal skills.



Get the right support



Reinforce

• Letters of support

• Enthusiastic reviewers

• Convinces the panel

• Reputation precedes you

• “uncontainable self”





Two final links
• The first is to an analysis of successful ERC fellowship applicants in Life 

Sciences – it’s a bit clunky but makes some interesting points (although our 
Head of European Research Funding commented that he’s seen people 
with lower h indices be successful!)

• Arevalo, J. A Measure of Excellence of Young European Research Council 
Grantees Research Management Review, Volume 21, Number 1 (2016) 
(online at 
http://www.ncura.edu/Portals/0/Docs/RMR/2017/v22_n1_Arevalo.pdf )

•
• The second is from the Digitial Footprint MOOC that I completed recently 

and is about the “uncontainable self” I’d also recommend the MOOC
• The academic online: Constructing persona through the World Wide Web 

Kim Barbour and David Marshall First Monday Volume 17, Number 9 - 3 
September 2012 http://firstmonday.org/article/view/3969/3292

• https://www.coursera.org/learn/digital-footprint link to the MOOC


